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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 From ICT4D to I&N: Emergence of the Information and Networks program
The purpose of this final prospectus review of the Information and Networks (I&N) program is
to help inform evaluators of IDRC’s progress in achieving the goals it set for itself in the 20112016 Prospectus.
As background, information and communication technologies (ICT) are now mainstreamed
throughout IDRC programming as a tool for improving development outcomes, which opened
space for the Information and Networks program to tackle new development challenges
evolving on the frontiers of the network society.1 As early as 2008, IDRC recognized that within
the dynamic digital landscape, serious issues were emerging of increasing importance for
developing countries: threats to people’s rights on- and offline, the efficacy of different
applications of openness2 and, critically, ensuring the benefits from the diffusion of a network
society could be harnessed to improve the lives of the poorest communities. Many of the issues
we now take for granted - widespread access to mobile phones, privacy concerns and big data
analytics - had barely received attention from developing country governments. But in many
cases, governments were – and still are – experimenting, in largely unknown and constantly
changing territory.
IDRC recognized that the policies, attitudes and practices defining digital space have a large
impact on the distribution of the benefits of the networked world over time. We also know
from experience that policy makers are often operating in a knowledge gap and are hungry for
insights and evidence that will help them shape their digital policies. The program anticipated
that issues such as openness, rights, privacy and cyber security will increasingly have an impact
in developing countries, and are areas where development research and capacity building3 can
make important contributions in shaping future policy choices. As such, I&N’s programming
aimed to enable partners to capitalize on policy windows with rigorous and relevant evidence.
For example openness has a rapidly developing agenda with many mixed social implications.
Open government – the idea that government and governance processes should be ‘open’ to
public scrutiny and citizen regulation – has gained momentum with the Open Government
Partnership (OGP), launched in 2011. It has grown from eight countries to 65 in less than five

1

The network society is one associated with having moved from industrialization to information generation, and
the subsequent socio-political and economic transformation associated with the spread of networked technologies
(see discussion in Annex 2).
2
Openness has a variety of definitions in different contexts. In the I&N prospectus, we use openness to mean both
open content and open processes. Open content refers to open resources that can be accessed digitally, are free to
use and share, and have a license that allows for reuse and modification, such as open textbooks available online.
Open activities are open processes that people use to connect, share, organize, collaborate, and participate to
create content or achieve goals via information networks, such as open government which aims to improve
governance through increased access to government content and processes. Please see the discussion in Annex 2.
3
Capacity building in this report will refer to expanding capacities to conceive, conduct, manage, and communicate
research.
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years. Characterized by principles of transparency,4 accountability5 and participation, OGP now
includes many developing countries. Open data, which represents a piece of the open
government agenda, is also gaining momentum in developing countries and as of 2012, of the
41 countries in the world with national open data platforms, 12 are in developing countries
(Schwegmann 2012).
However, while network technologies can enable openness, their widespread use also has a
troubling side: allowing governments and the private sector to censor and spy on a massive
scale. There is, in fact, widespread use of filtering, censorship, and surveillance tools in
developing countries (Boire, et al. 2013), and many lack adequate laws protecting digital rights.6
A recent study by one of I&N’s partners found that several East African countries have
legislation curtailing freedom of expression and association online (CIPESA 2014)7 – and, in fact,
throughout Sub-Saharan Africa and South-East Asia, comprehensive data protection and privacy
laws are lagging well
behind (Banisar 2014).
Privacy and data are
now emerging as
critical issues globally,
forcing international
organizations and
collaborative bodies to
respond.8 For instance,
during a high-level
meeting of the Global
Commission on
Internet Governance in
April 2015, members
released a statement Toward a Social

FIGURE 1: Map by David Banisar. 2014.
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Transparency indicates that governments are able and willing to supply public information and public data; it
includes legal frameworks such as freedom of information acts and access to information laws that ensure citizens
are able to freely access public data and information.
5
Accountability here means that the social contract and/or binding legal frameworks between citizens,
stakeholders and the state exist which define the rights and responsibilities of governance systems, to ensure that
governments and leaders take responsibility for their actions.
6
Digital rights are ‘human rights’ in the digital realm - in particular the right to privacy and freedom of expression,
but also rights around access to and the use of computers, networks and other information-communication
technologies. Digital rights allow individuals to access, use, create, and publish information ‘online’ via the
internet. Please see Annex 2 for more discussion.
7
The study, State of Internet Freedoms in East Africa 2014, covered the period 2010-2014 and was conducted by
the Collaboration on International ICT Policy in East and Southern Africa (CIPESA), a member of I&N’s Cyber
Stewards Network. Countries in the study included: Burundi, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, South Africa and
Uganda.
8
Digital rights have now assumed much greater significance with former U.S. National Security Agency contractorturned whistle-blower Edward Snowden’s revelations about the Agency’s mass surveillance programs.
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Compact for Digital Privacy and Security - highlighting the importance of protecting the social
compact between people and their governments. As an active member and supporter of the
Global Commission, I&N programming is well placed to harness these shifts in global digital
governance and rights for augmenting policies in developing countries.
Undergirding these issues are crucial questions about how information networks impact
poverty and empowerment in developing countries. For instance, while the latest estimates
indicate that there are around three to four billion mobile phone users globally9 (See Figure 1)
– among (and within) low income countries, mobile
phone diffusion still lags behind. Internet access is
even lower - around 31 percent in all developing
countries as a whole, significantly lower than
developed countries, where it stands at 77 percent.
Inequalities of access - to information, to
infrastructures, to technologies, and to technological
competences – driven by entrenched socio-economic
divisions - undermine innovations in networking by
FIGURE 2: Mobile and internet penetration in
developing countries
not providing the necessary tools to the poorest who
could gain the most, and by privileging the already
privileged. Indeed, unless specific attention is paid to designing interventions to serve the
needs of the poorest people, advances in networking technology end up reinforcing “existing
structures of dominance and control” (Unwin 2013: 531).10 Disparities in mobile phone
diffusion between urban and rural areas, and excessive costs for connectivity in many
developing countries remain pressing issues. This is where research can influence policies,
public investments and partnerships, which can all be used to extend coverage to remote areas,
to ensure broader connectivity and augment service delivery.
I&N was created in response to these trends, challenges, and opportunities, with programming
designed to focus on establishing policy, competency and awareness around openness, digital
rights and inclusiveness. Within these areas, I&N continues to push a new, exploratory research
agenda to understand the risks and benefits of networked societies, the importance of policies
and supporting environments for inclusiveness, and how to help minimize the potential
negative development impacts of open initiatives.
1.2 Outcome areas and program strategies for Information and Networks
The goal of the I&N program is to generate concrete development outcomes afforded by the
networked society for people in developing countries.11 It aims to understand the opportunities
9

Calculated for a global population of nearly seven billion with individual subscribers often having multiple and/or
inactive SIM cards - around 1.4 - 1.85 per person (Informa Telecoms and Media 2012; mobiThinking 2013; ITU
2014).
10
For instance, a now well-known study in Bangalore showed how the government’s digitization of land records
there led to wealthy Indians capturing even more land at the expense of the poor people the system was meant to
serve (Benjamin, et al. 2007).
11
As originally stated in the 2011 Prospectus: I&N’s goal will be to enable greater understanding of how
information networks positively and negatively affect developing countries’ citizens, especially citizens belonging to
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and risks of information networks for people in developing countries, and to influence the
creation of policies that will leverage the positive benefits of the networked society for the
greatest number of people. To achieve this, the 2011-2016 I&N Prospectus laid out four
outcome areas to guide research and programming to influence broader policy and program
development:
Openness: Enable social and economic development by supporting and improving the
application of open educational resources, open science, open data, and open business models.
Protecting rights: Protect human rights on the web, including privacy, freedom of expression
and access to knowledge, in order to advance democracy and transparency.
Inclusion: Ensure marginalized populations benefit from the social and economic opportunities
of networked societies.
Field-building: Improve the quality of research on information networks and human
development.12
The perspective of I&N is that the constellation of openness, rights and inclusiveness,
undergirded by quality research, are critical in development policies and programs, and will
determine how the benefits of the networked society get distributed. Therefore, within each of
these outcome areas, I&N sought to generate knowledge, stimulate innovation, influence
policy,13 and build greater research capacity. Driven by our central ‘theory of change’
(summarized in Annex 3), I&N sees these four strategies as interconnected. I&N’s approach to
implementing these strategies, and the strategies themselves, evolved over time, which we
discuss in 1.4 below.
1.3 Program budgets and partnerships
To date, I&N’s portfolio includes 106 projects with a total budget of CA$78.6 million. Of these, a
subset are I&N ‘flagship’ projects which include thematic research networks and projects with
several phases, with budgets over CA$1M. Annex 1 is a complete list of I&N’s flagship projects
outlined over time. This list includes several that commenced under the ICT4D program area,
which were consistent with I&N’s prospectus goals and hence were carried over into the new
programming cycle.14 The ICT4D projects represent 21 percent of I&N’s overall program budget,
and include two major donor partnerships: Institute for Connectivity in the Americas, Phase II

marginalized communities. The program will catalyze positive digital transformations, particularly in the thematic
areas of creative industries, governance, learning, and science.
12
For the purpose of this report, ‘quality of research’ and/or ‘high quality’ refers to a quality standard defined by
peers, through peer review, and/or through citations, and use by other organizations or individuals.
13
Though it is difficult to gauge what constitutes ‘influencing policy’ - policy influence as an outcome, in our
experience, happens when evidence-based research is used to inform policy debates, and change government
policies. Thus we will use ‘policy influence’ to mean 1) supporting research that informs policy debates and, 2)
supporting advocacy for particular policy positions.
14
In 2010, IDRC discontinued its three program areas in the ICT4D Division: Acacia in Africa, Pan Asia Networking,
and Connectivity and Equity in the Americas. The book Connecting ICTs for Development: The IDRC Experience
captures the research findings and outcomes of these programs.
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(2001- 2013) and Public Access to ICTs-Global Impact Study (2008-2013).15 Please see the
Program Dashboard for a complete breakdown of the total budget by theme and outcome area.
Since 2011, I&N has formalized two new donor partnerships as a means of building coalitions
with other donor agencies and to expand its resource base to maximize I&N’s impact in its
programmatic interest areas. I&N’s most significant partnership is the Information Networks in
Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa (INASSA) program, co-funded by DFID and IDRC. This program,
worth CA$15 million and running from 2013-2018, is consistent with I&N’s main themes and
outcome areas, and extends its programing throughout Asia and Africa. I&N is also partnering
with the World Bank and Canada’s Department for Foreign Affairs and Trade and Development
on the Open Data for Development (OD4D) program (CA$5 million) through 2016. The goal of
OD4D is to scale innovative approaches on open data and improve coordination to ensure open
data initiatives provide maximum benefit to citizens in developing countries.
1.4 Program implementation and evolution
1.4.1 Approaches to implementation
I&N relies on four main approaches to programming: supporting research networks, ongoing
support to develop recipients’ capacity in evaluation and research communication, helping to
build a conducive policy environment, and conducting program evaluations.
Research networks as a principal vehicle for programming: I&N uses research networks as the
principal means of achieving its intended outcomes and distributing funding. Most networks
deploy a ‘hub and spoke’ model for funding and support. ‘Hubs’ receive grants from I&N and
identify appropriate southern partners (sub-grantees) in the global South who are (or are
interested in) conducting research and programming related to the hubs’ (and I&N’s) core
issues. Though not all networks operate exactly the same, typically, through iterative
interactions between the hubs and sub-grantees, and among sub-grantees themselves, these
networks support the generation of quality research and build development research capacity
(See Annex 4 for a list of networks and basic information on grantees and budgets).
In contrast to a series of single grants to Southern-based researchers, the network approach
has several advantages, as documented in an evaluation commissioned by I&N on the role of
research networks in the thematic area of ‘protecting rights.’ The hub-spoke exchanges offer
opportunities for researchers and experts to share strategies and identify and/or highlight
regional/international trends. This builds research capacity, improves the quality of research
and extends the reach of the research into different policy arenas. Moreover, through affiliation
with the hubs, and making connections to reputable international experts and institutions, subgrantees are able to improve access to peer reviewing processes, gain exposure, and build
credibility for their research, which in turn facilitates access to - and influences - national and
international policymakers and policy agendas.

15

Institute for Connectivity in the Americas (ICA) accounts for CA$16 million (with CIDA supplying CA$9 million and
IDRC, CA$7 million); Public Access to ICTs accounts for CA$7.9 million (with Gates Foundation supplying CA$3.5
million and IDRC supplying CA$4.4 million).
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The research network approach has also come with challenges. For research networks to be
successful, for instance, the hubs need to have leading experts in the particular field, a wide
range of skills, the capacity to mentor researchers and the ability to manage administrative
burdens associated with the networks. This requires significant resources – financial as well as
human.
Ongoing mentorship in evaluation and research communications: To build capacity for
research management and communication, I&N provided ongoing mentorship to projects to
improve their research communication and evaluation processes. I&N recognized that a sound
communications strategy focused on the users of research, and an evaluation strategy that
informs the management of the research network and research communication activities are
both key to handling the inherent complexities of research networks and all the moving parts.
Support is provided through the Development Evaluation and Communication Capacity in
Information Society Research II (DECI) project (#107064) and is intended to help projects
achieve their research-to-policy goals. In contrast to one-off trainings, DECI takes a learning-bydoing approach, providing ongoing support from regionally-based mentors to help projects
engage in Utilization-Focused Evaluation16 and Development Communication17 activities.
Resource constraints precluded DECI being offered as support to all I&N funded projects
however.
Enabling successful development research: I&N actively helped its grantees to be seen as
relevant, credible, and legitimate in academic and policy spheres. I&N’s approach was to help
set the research and political agenda on inclusive, rights-driven, open digital policies, and to
build the understanding of the application of openness in development more generally.18 I&N
created and engaged in global policy forums to increase awareness of these issues, and ensured
there is political space receptive to this kind of research. For example, I&N was integral in
establishing the Global Congress of Intellectual Property and Public Interest, an interdisciplinary
forum that brought together the public and private sectors, alongside civil society and
academia to discuss intellectual property and development issues. I&N is also hosting the Third
International Open Data Conference in May 2015, providing, among other things, a unique
opportunity for I&N researchers to influence the open data agenda and share their research.
I&N also supported global South participation in the Internet Governance Forum, Cyber
Dialogues and the Global Commission on Internet Governance, which convene a broad cross
section of actors to discuss ways of ensuring the Internet remains both an engine of social and
economic progress, and secure from cybercrime and attacks. Significant to all of I&N’s work in
these spheres is to bring a critical, global South research perspective to these fora which are
often dominated by Northern, highly technocratic, perspectives.
16

Utilization-focused evaluation is designed and facilitated with consideration given to how users experience the
evaluation process, and how to support the use of the evaluation by intended users. See Annex 2 for further
discussion.
17
Development communication uses communication to facilitate human development by engaging stakeholders
and policy makers in a dialogue that promotes exchanges of information to assess risks and opportunities, and
establishes an environment conducive to bringing about positive social change. See Annex 2 for further discussion.
18
This approach was implicit in I&N’s way of working until it was spelled out explicitly in the Communications
Strategy.
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I&N also builds the relevance and legitimacy of our partners’ research. This includes activities
such as theory building, journal and conference publications, engaging in panels, supporting
working papers, and active social media participation. As part of this strategy, I&N sought to
build the recognition of I&N as an intellectual leader, thereby also imparting this credibility on
I&N’s researchers (Please see Annex 7 for a list of I&N publications and social media
engagement).
Active monitoring, evaluation and learning: I&N’s evaluation and monitoring activities are key
to its overall approach. Here evaluation and monitoring is used to support learning and ensure
that research makes an impact. As part of its commitment to programmatic lessons, I&N
conducts program level evaluations to assess its performance on its strategies. Evaluations are
complemented by regular IDRC monitoring and evaluation activities including project
completion reports, project monitoring reports, and team meetings.
For example, I&N undertook five evaluations: three program-level evaluations on openness,
policy influence of networks on digital rights, and an internal evaluation on gender integration;
two project evaluations of the Seed Alliance and Research ICT Africa. I&N also completed one
annual review of the Information Networks in Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa (INASSA) program.19
Taken together, these evaluations have been crucial in understanding how I&N has achieved its
prospectus goals, and supplying lessons applied going forward.
1.4.2 Program evolution
Active evaluation produces important lessons for moving forward, and helped the I&N program
to evolve over time. At several points over the last five years the program decided to shift
particular aspects of its programming in line with what it was learning from the evaluations.
Innovation: Originally the program intended to support innovation as one of its four strategic
pillars. Yet early in the prospectus cycle, due in part to previous ICT4D program experience with
supporting applied technology-focused innovation projects, the team decided to focus more
effort and resources on research to foster an enabling environment for policy change. One
exception to this is the SEED alliance program, a small grants project with the Regional Internet
Registries that focuses on technological innovation. As noted above, I&N commissioned an
evaluation of the project, which was a constant source of I&N team discussion and debate. The
evaluation informed I&N’s decision on the role of innovation in the program more generally,
and about SEED in particular. Despite documented successes, I&N is rethinking the SEED

19

For openness, the purpose was to evaluate how I&N contributed to development outcomes through funding
research on open activities. For policy influence of networks on digital rights, the purpose was to evaluate the role
of the Privacy & Development and Cyber-Stewards research networks in influencing digital rights policies. For the
project evaluations of Seed Alliance and Research ICT Africa, the purpose was to evaluate the projects in terms of
their own project goals, while for gender integration, I&N undertook an in-house evaluation to understand the
extent that gender was integrated in its programming. The annual review of the INASSA program evaluated the
progress of the program in achieving its objectives for the period 2013-2014, and planned activities moving
forward. See Annex 2 for a list and further explanation.
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alliance project, to focus on supporting fewer projects that will receive more dedicated support
to scale up promising innovations.
Interdisciplinary research: I&N’s prospectus highlighted ambitious goals for interdisciplinary
research and field building. I&N Program Officers actively engaged in cross-disciplinary theory
building, including presentations at the I&N partners meetings, and the program made
concerted attempts to craft systemic research capacity and knowledge. Two partners’ meetings
were convened in Rio in 2012 and in Cape Town in 2013 to explore synergies and facilitate
learning across the program. These meetings brought together I&N’s network leaders and
enabled participants to understand each other’s research work. I&N also designated four interdisciplinary champions to encourage research across diverse disciplines and research
methods.20 Though connections have emerged in highly salient issue areas - for example,
linkages between open data and privacy - attempts to foster genuine interdisciplinary research
and to build greater capacity in this regard fell short of original expectations. There was an
expectation that Program Officers would be able to steer research within each project to
engage with the other interrelated outcome areas, but these efforts had limited success. I&Nsupported research remained fairly siloed within the different outcome areas, with limited
formal linkages and synergy between research clusters. Moreover, most networks did not end
up drawing on the support of the interdisciplinary champions, so the program decided to
discontinue its efforts on building cross-cutting research.
Research Networks: Originally I&N sought to expand pre-existing regional networks to make
them global: privacy in Asia to a global privacy network, Open Net Initiative Asia to the global
Cyber Stewards network, distance education programming to the Research on Open
Educational Resources for Development (ROER4D) network, open data in Latin America to
global open data programming and from regional innovation competitions to a global one. As
global programming evolved, it became clear that some global networks were having growing
pains: struggling to establish knowledge sharing across diverse regions, high expenses for
organizing network meetings, and overall being spread too thin to offer genuine research
mentorship. As a result, instead of a planned global network on open business models and
intellectual property, I&N decided to focus on regionally based programs such as Open business
in Africa and open data projects respectively in Latin America, Africa and Asia.

20

These four champions included: Francois Bar on research methodologies, Ineke Buskins on gender analysis,
George Sciadas on quantitative methods and Steve Song on emergent technology issues. Regarding the support of
these champions, George Sciadas was one exception, as the ROER4D project did end up using his skills to support
building capacity in quantitative research. The champions also advised the I&N team on several programmatic
issues, including 1) facilitating a better understanding of the link between privacy work and open data projects; 2)
suggesting dedicated gender programming rather than across the board support on gender analysis; and 3)
documenting I&N's two main communities of researchers and research networks on ICTD and the Global Congress
of Intellectual Property and Public Interest (discussed above).
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2. OUTCOMES
This section highlights achievements and challenges under each I&N outcome area over the
prospectus period. The program outcomes chosen represent a significant change - in policies,
practices, or behaviours. Preference was given to outcomes that were validated by either
external evaluators or other studies/reports on these particular issues. Information was
collected from project technical reports, project publications and evaluations, personal
communication with project leaders, and third party reports. The discussions below stem from
the entire I&N team and were corroborated during team meetings.
2.1 Outcome 1: Enhancing the quality of openness to enable development
Key outcomes

 Contributed to better practices and policies in open education, open science,
open business models and open government.
 Contributed to understanding the potential of openness to solve development
challenges.
 Supported new leaders to champion open solutions that work.

I&N recognizes that openness – including in both ‘open content and resources’ as well as ‘open
activities and processes’ (See Annex 2) - has positive and negative implications depending on
the context and how it is implemented. To enhance development outcomes enabled by
openness, research is needed to help inform policies and practices to maximize positive effects
and minimize the potential negative development impacts. The goal of this first outcome area is
to improve the development impact of openness in four areas: government, business
innovation, education and science. I&N developed research and projects in these four areas,
many of which were exploratory in nature during this prospectus cycle.
2.1.1 Improving open practices and policies in education, science, business and government
I&N achieved outcomes here largely through its research network strategy, which allowed the
program to identify and promote leaders within particular policy fields, and to support people
in positions where they are able to have significant policy influence. I&N focused on applied
research and action on openness in government and data, innovation, education and scientific
publishing.
Open government: Open government aims to advance democracy through citizens’ increased
access to government content (documents, proceedings, data), and processes (such as decision
making). The purpose is to enhance transparency and accountability of government, enhance
participation, make services more effective and efficient, and generate economic opportunities.
A study by McKinsey estimates that open data – a critical piece of open government - can help
unlock upwards of US$3-5 trillion in economic value annually in sectors such as healthcare,
consumer finance, oil and gas, education, transportation, consumer products and electricity.
Exploring the Emerging Impacts of Open Data in Developing Countries (ODDC) is a network of
17 projects based out of the Web Foundation that helped research partners in 13 countries to
engage policy makers in connecting open data with existing policy priorities (Pereira da Silva
12

and Montano 2014). Of note, the network’s research with Instituto Polis was key to establishing
Rio de Janeiro’s open data portal, one of the largest city-based portals in the world. The city of
Sao Paulo is also relying on these studies as they build their portal. As a result of their work in
the network, partners in Indonesia were invited to design an open data road map for its
regional governments, and have succeeded in influencing local policy makers during several
regional meetings. Also, Transparent Chennai signed a two-year Memorandum of
Understanding with the city government to design a comprehensive approach to data
management and participatory decision-making.
The Open Data Barometer combines peer-reviewed expert survey data from over 77 countries
and secondary indicators as a means of gauging the implementation of open data policies
globally. The 2013 Barometer examined the readiness of governments to adopt open data
policies, and suggested that 55 percent of countries surveyed had formal open data policies in
place. The Barometer achieved significant media coverage,21 and as of January 2015 has been
cited at least 45 times. More importantly, the Barometer is being used by people across the
world: Civil society groups in Myanmar are using the Barometer’s findings to press their
government for greater transparency; the UK’s Minister for the Cabinet Office and Paymaster
General, the Rt Hon Francis Maude, used the findings as a tool to demonstrate how the
government has been fulfilling their transparency promises; and the South Korean government
has undertaken a thorough review of the scores on procurement data.
As a result of I&N’s collaboration with the Web Foundation on Open Data, it was able to
position the Canadian government as co-chair of the international working group on Open
Data, convened by the Open Government Partnership (OGP), a multilateral initiative that aims
to secure concrete commitments from governments to promote transparency, empower
citizens, fight corruption, and harness new technologies to strengthen governance. As a result
of this partnership, the Open Data for Development (OD4D) project developed by IDRC has
been named as a key piece of the Action Plan on Open Government 2014-2016 of the
Government of Canada.
Open business models: The Internet and mobile technologies are disrupting existing business
models and creating new economic opportunities. Research on open business models aims to
develop new models for innovation and production through open source tools and flexible
intellectual property regimes. As an example, when Singapore changed its copyright law in 2006
to allow for more exceptions and limitations (or fair use), a study found that industries focused
on private copying (like electronics companies producing Digital Video recorders) increased
value added by 3.33 percent (amounting to €2.27 billion), while industries reliant on copyright
(like film and music industries) continued to grow by 6.8 percent. This suggests that copyright
flexibility actually promotes innovation and growth in certain industries without being a
detriment to traditional creative industries.
Research from the second phase of the Open Business Model (OBM II 103812) project identified
several problems in the way Brazil’s Escritório Central de Arrecadação e Distribuição (ECAD) –
its agency collecting copyright fees on behalf of artist’s - functioned. Problems included a lack
21

See also: Open Data Barometer Media Report 2014 and Media Report 2013.
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of transparency and accountability in the system, which penalized both artists and consumers.
ECAD and the six music licensing member agencies were involved in a price-fixing scandal and
‘cartel’ that prevented new organizations from joining the body (techdirt 2013). A
parliamentary commission investigated the issue and invited OBM’s principal investigator,
Ronaldo Lemos, to participate as an expert lawyer on the subject. In July 2013, the Brazilian
Congress approved legislation to reform and regulate ECAD and its affiliated Copyright
Collecting Societies to ensure it would benefit the artists it was created to serve.
Several open innovation projects have also successfully influenced policy-makers around the
issue of intellectual property. Egypt’s Ministry of Communication and Information Technology
(MCIT) is encouraging the use of open-source software22 due to research carried out by the
Open African Innovation Research and Training Network (Open AIR). The research
demonstrated that open-source software contributes to the growth of local ICT markets and
industries as well as other industries like music, thus showing how open source solutions can
improve access to knowledge and innovation in developing countries.
In another important policy engagement by Open AIR, South African team members from the
network, Drs. Tobias Schonwetter and Caroline Ncube, were both engaged by the South African
Government to give input on the National Intellectual Property Policy consultations in 2013.
The team’s submission informed debates during the drafting of the policy, and will likely
influence the final South African intellectual property policy.23
Furthermore, Open AIR has also briefed and been cited by many key international organizations
on intellectual property issues in Africa. These include: the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO), the global Access to Knowledge (A2K) movement, the International
Centre for Trade and Sustainable Development (ICTSD), the New Partnership for Africa’s
Development (NEPAD), the UN Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA), the African Regional
Intellectual Property Organisation (ARIPO), South Africa’s National Intellectual Property
Management Office (NIPMO), and South Africa’s Department of Science and Technology (DST).
I&N funded the Program on Information Justice and Intellectual Property (PIJIP) at American
University Washington College of Law to promote development, and public interest-focused
objectives in international IP policymaking. The project organized meetings, created blogs for
policy deliberations and produced substantial academic publications on the issue of public
interest in intellectual property policymaking. A meeting held in 2011 with participation from
170 experts from 35 countries led to the Washington Declaration on Intellectual Property and
the Public Interest which emphasized the need for greater flexibility in intellectual property law
and policy. The declaration was endorsed with more than 1,000 signatures and has been cited
by policy makers in public debates in South Africa, Australia, Brazil, Colombia and others as a
reference for framing policy debates about intellectual property reforms.
22

Open source software is programming source code that is freely available to access, modify, and redistribute.
The team submitted detailed comments on the first draft of the policy, drawing from its findings from the Open
African Innovation Research Project (Open AIR) and the African Copyright and Access to Knowledge Project
(ACA2K). The core contribution to the debate was bringing a balanced, evidence-based perspective on how IP
actually works in practice. The new policy is expected to be released in May 2015.
23
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Open education: Open educational resources (OERs) aim to eliminate barriers to education by
increasing access to learning and training. OERs offer educators a chance to develop new
courses quickly, enhance institutional reputations, and help people who live in remote and rural
communities to develop new knowledge and skills. They can also save a lot of money. For
example, the Open Course Library in Washington has saved students there upwards of US$5.5
million since its inception, including $2.8 million in 2012 alone. Students who take OCL courses
save $96 on average per course over using an expensive, traditional textbook.
The I&N-supported project, Openness and Quality in Asian Distance Education Technology, used
action-research to build technical capacity to use and create open resources, and to assess if
they are viable tools for distance education in Asia. As a result of this work, institutes and
governments in Asia - including Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, India, China (Hong Kong) and
Pakistan - now include open educational resources in their policy agendas. For instance, a policy
workshop held in Cambodia in collaboration with the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports
led to the development and adoption of Open Distance Learning policy guidelines by the
Ministry. Indonesia also launched its own open educational resources framework, and the
Malaysian Ministry of Education is currently exploring a national policy framework on OERs.24
This research also informed the establishment of the ROER4D: Research on OERs for
Development network that uses a cross-regional, comparative approach to find evidence of
how and in what contexts OERs help generate outcomes for easily accessible, socially
acceptable, high-quality, and affordable post-secondary education in the global South. Now two
years into the project, ROER4D is beginning to show interesting outcomes. One project in India
is working with the state of Karnataka to implement a teacher training program with 15,000
teachers that incorporates OERs. They were also approached by other states in India to
replicate their methodology. Cheryl Hodgkinson-Williams, the project lead based at the
University of Cape Town, has also gained considerable recognition as a leader in the OER field.25
Open science: Open science promises to make the findings of scientific research more
accessible through open access to publications and data sets, and by allowing non-scientists to
participate and collaborate in different stages of scientific research and activities. Examples of
open science achievements include crowdsourcing initiatives to map and monitor deforestation
in Brazil to support conservation efforts in the Amazon, or the human genome project, where
the open sharing of sequence data over the Internet encouraged innovations and spurred
major growth in the biotechnology and biomedical industries.
I&N’s work on open science contributed to shaping policies for openly sharing academic
publications, and confronting new challenges in scholarly publishing. For instance, the Quality
Reach of Open Access in LAC project developed the SciELO Citation Index to improve indexing of
open access journals, to answer the challenge that publishers and researchers (particularly
24

Additionally, Hong Kong is launching an Open Text Book program; Indira Gandhi National Open University, Open
University of Indonesia, Wawasan Open University Malaysia, Virtual University of Pakistan, as well as a consortium
of the Indian Institutes of Technology, are implementing or developing policies to make learning materials
available as OERs.
25
Cheryl Hodgkinson-Williams was recently approached by UNESCO to apply for an UNESCO OER Chair. For more
information on these two outcomes from ROER4D, see the Project Monitoring Report.
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those in emerging economies) were facing in indexing and ranking the quality and reach of new
open access journals. In 2013, SciELO partnered with Thomson-Reuters to combine its citation
data with that of journals from the Web of Science, and the index now has over 650 titles and
six million cited references. Significantly, the index stands to improve access to and the visibility
of research from emerging economies, particularly in Latin America and the Caribbean.
The Scholarly Communication in Africa project succeeded in influencing universities to pursue
open publishing policies and identified universities as a major catalyst for shifting national and
regional policy frameworks around Africa. The project developed best practices for the
production and dissemination of research among universities across the African continent, and
specifically helped the University of Namibia to establish a research repository and first-ever
policy for open publishing. These successes caught the attention of UNESCO, which asked the
project to provide policy advice on scholarly publishing on the continent.
2.1.2 Furthering the understanding of openness
I&N also supported research exploring the nature of open and collaborative spaces. For
instance, a research project, Arab Knowledge Society: Who represents The Arab World Online?
(#106228), with the Oxford Internet Institute (OII) found that while people in the Middle East
and North Africa
(MENA) use
Wikipedia, they
contribute to it
less than people
in other parts of
the world.26 This is
significant
because
Wikipedia is now
the world’s most
accessed
encyclopedia and
therefore helps
shape many
citizens’ opinions.
The research also
found that there
are more
Wikipedia editors from Australia than all of the African countries combined. This highlights the
stark inequalities in participation in the creation of content on this ‘open’ platform, and has
been cited over 30 times by media outlets around the world, including the Economist and the
26

According to the Project Completion Report, given the broadband penetration in the MENA region, it is
surprisingly under-represented in terms of editors editing content on the region. More edits are made on MENA
content by people outside of the region than within; and editors from within the MENA region are more likely to
edit articles about other regions of the world than the MENA region itself.
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Guardian. The OII team has been actively engaged with the Wikimedia foundation, which runs
Wikipedia, and the results appear to be having an impact in thinking: 1) it was cited by Sue
Gardner, the out-going Executive Director of Wikipedia, as the “impetus for the creation of
more content about the world’s economic margins” (Final Technical Report - Graham 2013:
113); 2) Wikimedia’s Global Development team used the outputs to “stress the need for a less
Western-centric Wikipedia” and contacted the researchers to request maps drawn up in the
research (ibid.: 119); 3) project results were used in a keynote speech given by Wikimedia’s
Chief Development Officer; and finally, 4) the research was cited in the closing plenary of the
“Open Up Summit” by Michael Andersen, DFID’s previous Director General of Policy and Global
Affairs.
2.1.3 Building openness leaders
Research mentorship has been a central component of success for many of the projects on
openness. As a result of research and I&N’s ongoing strategy of capacity building, I&N partners
and principal investigators have been recognized by governments and civil society as leaders in
this field. For instance, I&N research partners Ronaldo Lemos and Pedro Mizukami were
nominated to the National Council for Fighting Against Piracy in Brazil, a Federal government
body coordinated by the Ministry of Justice. As members of the Council, they are able to
actively influence piracy-related policies in Brazil using I&N supported research, such as the
book Media Piracy in Emerging Economies.27 Ronaldo Lemos has since been named a Young
Global Leader by the World Economic Forum. As another example, I&N’s partner from Sierra
Leone, Emmanuel Saffa Abdulai, Executive Director of the Society for Democratic Initiatives,
was invited to participate on his government’s committee on Open Government Data as a
result of his work in the ODDC network.
The IDRC-commissioned evaluation on openness found that IDRC played a unique and active
role in this field, particularly in establishing foundational evidence on a variety of open issues
(Reilly & McMahon 2015). Yet, the evaluation also noted that the relative newness of open
phenomena, like OERs, open data and open science, means researchers have very little existing
literature or conceptual frameworks to draw on. As a result, networks spent a considerable
amount of time working on conceptual frameworks and theories of change. The concept of
openness also lends itself poorly to studies of causality due to myriad variables being involved
in the relationship between an open intervention and a development outcome; research
tended to be correlative and the challenge remains to find stronger causal linkages between
“open content, related social processes, and development outcomes” (ibid.). For example, it
can be difficult to establish whether it is the openness of an educational resource that leads to
better student performance, or the result of other variables such as the educational resource
itself. Controlling for ‘openness’ in an impact study therefore can be fraught with
methodological complexity. Projects also need to find ways of scaling up successes. That is,
27

The study was widely praised, including by William Paltry, Google’s senior legal counsel, who said, This “study is
a landmark in the copyright literature: an actual empirical investigation into what works and what doesn’t in the
enforcement arena. If policy makers want to be guided by evidence and not rhetoric, they will begin with the
Council’s study and stay with it for a very long time.” And Gilberto Gil, world-renown musician and former Brazilian
Minister of Culture said “This remarkable study should be required reading for anyone concerned with copyright
and enforcement, or with the challenges of cultural globalization.”
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since projects have tended to pursue changes such as policy influence in particular fields, as
described in the previous section, they have not necessarily been made applicable across
disciplines. Thus more work needs to be done in finding ways that open processes and
resources can be effectively scaled nationally, regionally and globally.
Additionally, there was some unevenness in the outcomes achieved by different open
networks. The work on open government and open business models, since they were built on
legacy ICT4D programming, are having a greater influence overall. Open data has significant
momentum as demonstrated by the OD4D partnership and the upcoming Open Data
conference in May 2015; and OBM has had clear policy influences and knowledge uptake. Open
education has a few interesting policy outcomes stemming from legacy programming, and
ROER4D is just now starting to show outcomes. Finally, open science is still too new, having just
been approved last year, to speak of tangible outcomes.

2.2 Outcome 2: Protecting human rights
Key outcomes

 Contributed to greater privacy protections through Influencing legislative
reform in Brazil, Philippines, India and Zimbabwe
 Facilitated a new research agenda on human rights and the Internet in the
Global South
 Contributed to building globally recognized leaders from Guatemala, India,
Pakistan, Yemen and Zimbabwe who seek to protect human rights on the
web.

The rapid spread of new technologies is altering how citizens and the government engage with
each other, and have significant implications for freedom of expression and association, data
protection and privacy. New technologies can be used to restrict human rights as much as they
can help promote them – increasing opportunities for networking and communication, while
also opening more channels for surveillance and censorship. IDRC has been exploring privacy
rights online for nearly a decade with projects such as Open Net Initiative: Digital Surveillance
and Censorship in Asia and Digital Privacy in Asia. Building on this earlier work, I&N helped
design two networks focusing on digital rights. The network on Privacy and Development,
coordinated by Privacy International, generates evidence on national and regional level privacy
issues and catalyzes engagement in policy-making to advocate for greater protection and
promotion of the right to privacy. The Cyber Stewards Network, coordinated by the University
of Toronto’s Citizen Lab, uses evidence-based research for policy advocacy to ensure and
promote a secure and open Internet.
2.2.1 Influencing privacy laws and policies globally
Despite the increasing attention, concerns about protecting digital rights have struggled to
permeate international governance and regulatory mechanisms. In 2014, Privacy International
was a key stakeholder in the consultations led by the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights
(UNHCHR). The Commissioner’s final report ‘The right to privacy in the digital age’ incorporates
many findings from Privacy International, including the threat of mass surveillance, mandatory
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data retention and state obligations for human rights of individuals whose communications
pass through their jurisdictions. The UNHCHR report is increasingly seen as the yardstick to
assess states' compliance with their human rights obligations, though as with many such
reports, the UNHCHR has little capacity to confront governments that regularly violate these
rights. Thus, while it is imperative to strengthen global policy tools to protect privacy and
freedom of expression online, and to set global standards - reforming policies at the national
level arguably has greater implications for individuals in countries. I&N-supported research has
shown that the right to privacy and expression is increasingly being undermined by national
security priorities that justify surveillance and censorship.28 Nevertheless, a number of I&N
partners are having considerable success in informing and reforming national legislation and
policies.
One of the main policy achievements is Brazil’s Marco Civil da Internet, an Internet Bill of
Rights. The Marco Civil da Internet is arguably one of the most important pieces of legislation
created to-date protecting citizens’ rights online. Passed by Brazil’s lower house of Congress in
2014, Marco Civil is a first of its kind in the world incorporating issues of freedom of expression
online and protection of privacy rights.29 I&N’s partner in Brazil - Fundação Getúlio Vargas (FGV)
- played a central role in the design and passage of Marco Civil. Through various phases of the
Open Business Model project, FGV and other public interest organizations collaborated with the
Ministry of Justice to formulate the bill. Nearly five years ago, Ronaldo Lemos, the project
leader, created the original proposal for the bill.
ICT-enabled development initiatives in India present a complex case for protecting privacy
while also ensuring improvements in public administration (Crowe 2014). The government’s
universal biometric scheme, Aadhaar, is the world’s largest biometric database, collecting data
such as fingerprints and retina scans, on all citizens. They collect this data to serve development
and administrative purposes, such as better delivery of welfare entitlements, and as a means of
counteracting criminals who create false identities to claim welfare payments. The Aadhaar
scheme, however, lacks adequate privacy provisions, which can pose significant threats to
people, particularly given India’s history of religious, caste, and ethnic tensions. As a member of
the research network on privacy, the Centre for Internet and Society (CIS) conducted research
on improving privacy provisions within the program. As testimony to the soundness of their
work, the government of India’s Standing Committee on Finance sought the advice of CIS to
improve Aadhaar’s privacy safeguards. 30

28

See for example Aiding Surveillance (2013) and State of Internet Freedom in East Africa 2014.
While it is a key piece of legislation for Brazil, its significance is much greater. Marco Civil may have a
revolutionary effect on the current Internet policy environment, potentially encouraging similar measures in other
developing countries. Terming Marco Civil the “Constitution for the Internet,” Sir Tim Berners Lee, World Wide
Web inventor, said the bill will “…help to usher in a new era – one where citizens’ rights in every country around
the world are protected by digital bills of rights.” Several other countries are also considering similar legislation.
30
CIS is called with increasing frequency by the media to provide commentary on issues related to the right to
privacy, censorship, free speech and surveillance in India, and has been widely recognized by international privacy
experts for its work on privacy and rights, including by Canada’s former Assistant Privacy Commissioner, Chantal
Bernier.
29
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CIS also played a critical part in the public debate on India’s proposed privacy bill. With support
from Privacy International, in 2012, CIS contributed to comprehensive privacy legislation in
India as expert members of the committee that authored the Report of the Group of Experts on
Privacy. The Report recommended a comprehensive privacy framework in India, including
establishing a privacy commissioner and a system for complaints and redress. The Government
is now considering these recommendations.31 An evaluation I&N commissioned on its digital
rights networks, Evaluation of the Networking Approach of IDRC’s Information and Networks
Program, validated CIS’s success in other policy areas as well (Lipson & Esposito 2015).32
Along with supporting this work in India, the Privacy and Development network also influenced
policies in Zimbabwe and the Philippines. In 2014, the Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum
were catalysts in striking down a law requiring telecommunications providers to establish a
subscriber database of all SIM card holders, the cell phone chip that connects subscribers’
phone numbers to name, address, gender, nationality, and ID number. The proposed law would
have made the database available to law enforcement and national security upon simple
written request. The cancellation of the law is especially significant given the deteriorating
conditions for free expression in Zimbabwe. In the Philippines, as part of the digital privacy in
Asia project, the Foundation for Media Alternatives (FMA) was involved in national multistakeholder policy development around privacy issues, and played a key advocacy role in the
2012 passing of the Data Privacy Act (Republic Act #10173). This landmark legislation protects
individual personal information in government and private sector information and
communication systems. The evaluation validated FMA’s critical role in the drafting of the Act,
as well as the input it provided to the government on human rights dimensions of the National
ICT Strategy (Lipson & Esposito 2015).
I&N partners have also been involved in public interest litigation as a means of affecting policy.
The Pakistani NGO, Bytes for All, a member of the Cyber Stewards Network, is currently
involved in a petition to the Supreme Court of Pakistan challenging filtering and online
censorship in the country. A significant component of the petition is to lift the current ban on
YouTube, which has deprived Pakistanis access to knowledge, educational materials, scientific
advancement, philosophical debates and political participation. Similarly, in Indonesia, another
Cyber Stewards partner, ICT Watch, filed a lawsuit challenging the government’s censorship
practices. The evaluation affirmed that this lawsuit played a significant role in the decision by
the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology to revise the online defamation
penalty (ibid.: 18).33

31

A draft privacy policy has been circulated, though there is no official law yet in place and it is not clear if there is
the political will in the new government to integrate such legislation.
32
For example, CIS is providing input on privacy safeguards to an expert committee established by India’s
Department of Biotechnology to finalize a Human DNA Profiling Bill, which seeks to legalize the creation and
storage of DNA profiles for forensic purposes.
33
Other notable policy engagements include: (1) ‘Privacy: Personal Data Protection in Indonesia,’ produced by the
Cyber Law Centre at Padjadjaran University in Indonesia has given researchers the chance to meet with
government law makers, including those in the Minister of ICTs, to discuss data protection laws in Indonesia; (2)
The Asociación por los Derechos Civiles (ADC), member of both Cyber Stewards and the Privacy network, is actively
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2.2.2 Building a new research agenda on human rights and the Internet in the Global South
The discourse on digital rights is often shaped by values. Many advocates see freedom of
expression and privacy as fundamental human rights that need to be protected without
exceptions. As such, many activities in this space are centred on advocacy, where the role of
research is not always apparent.34 The evaluation stressed that prior to the creation of the
Cyber Stewards and Privacy and Development networks: “…advocacy [in relation to digital
rights] was not based on serious evidence, because such evidence was in short supply, and skills
for developing more of it needed to be cultivated” (Lipson & Esposito 2015: 7). The evaluation
showed that partners in the Privacy and Cyber Stewards networks felt that their participation in
those spaces improved their ability to do research: nearly 85 percent of Privacy International’s
partners said the network had significantly improved their research skills while 70 percent of
Cyber Stewards partners made the same claim.
Striking a balance between research and advocacy in the global South is something that sets
IDRC apart in this domain. While I&N has supported a number of organizations with strong
advocacy skills, the program’s emphasis on research arguably added greater value, particularly
for informing policy debates. The evaluation concluded that, because of the networks, I&N was
able to build a field of research focusing on digital rights issues in the South, saying that
“…virtually none of those [Cyber Stewards and Privacy] partners would have been working on
these issues, at least not to the same extent and with the same level of knowledge, were it not
for their having come in contact with their respective hubs and having been brought into their
respective networks” (ibid.: 35).
The emphasis on research is demonstrated through a number of publications focusing on digital
rights (Annex 6 has a complete list of partners’ publications). In essence, the impact and
relevance of research in the domain of rights needs to be measured in terms of its ability of
inform and potentially influence policies, rather than merely by scholarly merit (such as peer
reviewed publications). As the above section on policy outcomes highlights, many publications
by I&N’s partners were valuable not only because of their academic quality, but also for their
relevance to timely policy debates. That being said, many partners within these networks did
not produce research results that would meet the standards of academic publishing, an issue
that will be discussed again below.
2.2.3 Supporting globally recognized leaders who protect human rights on the web
One of the most important elements in catalyzing policy changes is the work of individuals who
champion causes with evidence. I&N has worked with a number of individuals who play a key
role in advancing human rights online in developing countries, and has convened experts and
organizations that use evidence-based research for policy advocacy under the umbrella of the
Cyber Stewards and the Privacy and Development Networks. For instance, several Cyber
working on research and public interest litigation on the collection and management of identification data by the
Argentine government, notably the Federal System of Biometric Identification (SIBIOS), to raise concerns about the
fragile ways personal data is housed and protected.
34
A review of digital rights literature conducted by I&N staff shows how it is dominated by advocacy and legal
perspectives, which often lack a wider contextual and analytical lens, and sometimes evidence as well (Calderon,
Rashid and Elder 2014).
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Stewards members have been globally recognized for their critical contributions in protecting
rights and free speech online. Walid Al-Saqaf, from Yemen, has been widely featured in
international media including The Huffington Post for both his advocacy work in protecting
online rights, such as breaking through blocked websites in his native Yemen, and for his
research on censorship. His dissertation, Breaking Digital Firewalls: Analyzing Internet
Censorship and Circumvention in the Arab World, has been highly acclaimed and downloaded
over 3,500 times.
Shahzad Ahmad, the country director of Bytes for All Pakistan, won the Doughty Street
Advocacy Award by the Index of Censorship for the leadership he has shown in the fight against
online censorship and the use of surveillance
software in Pakistan (See Photo 1), which we
discuss above.
In 2015, Sunil Abraham, a member of the Privacy
and Development network and the Executive
Director of CIS, was named one of the leading
“Minds that Matter” by the Forbes India
Magazine.35 Arthur E. Gwagwa was nominated for
the Reagan-Fascell Democracy Fellowship at the
International Forum for Democratic Studies in
PHOTO 1: Shahzad Ahmad receiving the Doughty Street
Washington D.C. in 2014, for his courage in
Advocacy Award
speaking on human rights issues in Zimbabwe.
In many of these cases, IDRC was among the first institutions to help support these newly
emerging leaders in their work and their research. IDRC support enabled these individuals to
gain credibility and legitimacy in fighting for causes of online rights, and to engage at the global
level. In the case of Shahzad Ahmad, this led other governments to put pressure on Pakistan to
change their censorship policies.

2.3 Outcome 3: Catalyzing inclusion in the benefits of information networks
Key outcomes

 Contributed to affordable access to ICTs through telecommunications reform
and policy development.
 Recognized research leadership and capacity building in understanding the
poor’s use of and access to ICTs in the developing world.

35

In January 2015, Forbes India published a list of Thinkers who best explain a rapidly-changing India to the world
(and the world to India), which included Sunil Abraham, Executive Director of the Centre for the Internet and
Society (CIS), in Bangalore, and IDRC recipient. Sunil's international career began over a decade ago as a manager
of the International Open Source Network (IOSN), a project co-funded by IDRC and UNDP for research and the
promotion of the adoption of open source software, open standards, and open access in the Asia-Pacific region.
IDRC's more recent support to CIS on issues relating to privacy, censorship and surveillance, telecom policy, and
innovations in pervasive technologies, has contributed to the rise of Sunil and CIS within the public policy
landscape in India and beyond.
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 Global leadership in understanding the impact of ICTs on women and
fostering innovations that address challenges affecting women and
marginalized communities.

I&N’s third outcome area promotes research, policies and practices that ensure excluded
groups, such as the poor, women and youth, share in the benefits of information networks.
Originally I&N intended to focus on niche research around the relationship between the urban
poor and livelihoods, and to reduce its focus on telecommunications reform. However, broad
issues around inclusion and access for the poor persist across the developing world, particularly
in low income countries. It became clear early in the prospectus cycle that despite the
impressively wide diffusion of mobile technology, mobile access continues to lag behind in low
income countries (around 50 percent) – particularly in rural and poor areas, and particularly for
populations such as women. Internet access – including mobile internet - is even lower (21
percent) in all developing countries as a whole.
After consulting stakeholders, the program decided to continue building on its strength in
research on telecommunications reforms in the developing world, with the goal of lowering
costs and increasing connectivity to foster digital inclusion (please see minutes from I&N
meeting in Nairobi).
2.3.1 Supporting affordable access to ICTs through telecommunications reform and policy
development
Policies and regulations arguably play the most important role in determining how, and in what
manner, people access ICTs, if at all. The proportion of people with access to mobile phones
and the Internet in developing countries increased significantly in the last decade. Yet broad,
global statistics can mask deep inequalities within countries, and other nuances with access and
inclusion: there are still significant variation between urban and rural areas, and in poorer
countries it remains the case that on average, only a minority of the population is online.
Unfortunately, those who could benefit the most from access to mobiles and the Internet –
women, the rural poor and others at the bottom of the economic pyramid – generally have less
access. A study by I&N grantees confirmed that similar to food, healthcare, and housing, the
less people had, the greater the share of their income was spent on mobile services (Agüero, de
Silva & Kang 2011). The study also pointed out that, unsurprisingly, the high tax on mobile
phone services in developing countries in Asia has an adverse effect on the poor.
Against this backdrop, I&N sought to influence policies and practices that increase and enhance
the economic and social participation of marginalized groups. I&N’s work in this area is
implemented by research centres in developing countries that contribute to ICT policies
promoting inclusion, including Research ICT Africa (RIA) in Africa, Learning Initiatives on
Reforms for Network Economies Asia (LIRNEasia), and Regional Dialogue in the Information
Society (DIRSI) in Latin America and the Caribbean.
While there are important regional differences, outcomes in this area indicate certain
commonalities, particularly in the relatively poor telecommunications regulatory contexts in
sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia. In particular, there has been a significant emphasis on
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introducing pro-poor pricing structures and removing regressive taxes. These are essential as
affordability is likely the single most important factor in facilitating access to the Internet and
mobile communications.
Producing multi-country comparative communication cost data was an important factor in
catalysing reforms that led to lower costs of access across the African continent. For instance
RIA’s report, Africa Prepaid Mobile Price Index 2012: South Africa, revealed that pre-paid
mobile prices were more expensive in South Africa than in thirty other African countries
(Calandro, Gillwald & Stork 2012). One of the main reasons for the higher prices, according to
RIA, was mobile termination rates – the fees charged by cellphone companies to handle calls
from other providers. As captured in media reports and the evaluation commissioned by IDRC,
the RIA report led to a wave of price cuts by several mobile operators, with one operator
slashing its rates by 34 percent, and to Namibia having one of the most affordable prepaid
mobile prices in Africa (Gillwald & Stork 2012: 6).36
RIA’s research and data collection was also instrumental in helping to transition the Namibian
Communications Commission (NCC) into the current Communications Regulatory Authority of
Namibia (CRAN). Former CRAN Board Chairperson, Dr. Catherine Margaret Beuke-Amiss
explained, “The quality of RIA’s documents made a difference in this area. Through RIA
assistance, the NCC was able to articulate direct feedback sessions with the Minister of ICTs
who is the line Minister and this data empowered the minister to argue on behalf of the
Ministry” (Ramirez, et al. 2014: 7). It also helped CRAN win a court case brought by the largest
telecom company (Mobile Telecommunications Ltd) against the retail price regulation of
CRAN.
I&N-supported research with LIRNEasia focused on the role of fiscal policy in facilitating or
inhibiting access to ICTs by the poor. Research on mobile expenditure patterns in Bangladesh,
Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka, the Philippines, and Thailand showed that poorer people spend a
much greater share of their monthly income on mobile services. In an effort to generate more
revenue, the government of Bangladesh proposed a two percent tax on all mobile phone bills in
the 2012-13 budget. This fixed tax would have a severe impact on the poorest people.
LIRNEasia was able to successfully advocate for reversing these proposals to levy additional
taxes on mobile phones by engaging with the media and highlighting the negative impact the
proposed tax would have on the poor. In June 2012, the proposed tax on mobile phone bills
was withdrawn.
Although focusing on the affordability of ICTs is an important factor in catalysing access for the
poor, another important factor is having a hand in designing policy from the ground up. As
testimony to RIA’s long track record in conducting research on ICTs in South Africa, the
government turned to RIA to design South Africa’s broadband policy. The policy, South Africa
Connect: Creating Opportunities, Ensuring Inclusion, aims to provide universal and affordable
access to broadband services. The goal is a seamless national information infrastructure by
2030 that will meet the needs of business, government, and all citizens. South Africa’s Minister
36

RIA’s benchmarking study for the Namibian Communications Commission lead to 43 percent reduction in mobile
interconnection charges.
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of Communications directly credits Research ICT Africa for its expert contributions to the policy
and action plan.37
Given the complexities of policy development and implementation, demonstrating conclusively
how I&N support is contributing to policy change is a challenge. To gauge the extent to which
policy changes could be attributed to Research ICT Africa, I&N commissioned an evaluation to
assess RIA’s contribution to policy development (Ramirez et al. 2014). Along with attributing
South Africa’s broadband policy development to RIA, the evaluation also confirmed that
recommendations from the RIA policy paper, Understanding what is happening in ICTs in Kenya,
were taken up in two important policy documents in Kenya, including the National Broadband
Strategy (2013) and the National ICT Master Plan (2014). One recommendation that was
adopted was the creation of the Kenyan ICT Authority to harmonise the institutional ICT
structures in the government. RIA’s contribution to the area of ICT regulations in Kenya was
publically acknowledged by the Communications Commission of Kenya (Mr. Peter Nyongesa),
the regulator of ICTs in the country.
Besides the work of RIA and LIRNEasia, the Open Business Models II project yielded a significant
outcome for digital inclusion in Brazil. Research by the Center for Technology & Society (CTS)
informed the State of Rio’s decision to revoke a law that impeded the development of Local
Area Network (LAN) houses or cyber-cafés (CTS 2011). Legislation was approved at the federal,
state, and municipal levels of government, acknowledging the importance of LAN houses and
removing the obstacles for their formalization. Typically located in poor areas with few
alternatives for accessing the Internet, LAN houses provide Internet access to more than 45
percent of Brazilians. Researchers also underscored the importance of LAN houses as a venue
for innovation and public interest activities.
2.3.2 Informing policies with research and capacity building to understand the poor’s use of
and access to ICTs
Much of the success these projects had in influencing fiscal and telecommunications reform,
even going so far as to design policies, was due to implementing strategies that focused on 1)
building credible, timely and relevant research results; 2) directly engaging with policy-makers
to share results, or releasing research findings in popular media outlets when policy windows of
opportunity arose (enabled by rapid response programs); and 3) building a cadre of emerging
scholars and public policy intellectuals.
For RIA, LIRNEasia and DIRSI, quality research is the essential element that provides the basis
for capacity building, networking and credibility. As highlighted by the RIA evaluation, a
distinguishing characteristic of their research is that it is both rigorous and independent, which
is rare in an environment dominated by industry interests. They have provided evidence to
challenge findings from industry lobby groups through rigorous research undertaken in the
global South at the national and sub-national levels. For many countries, the RIA and LIRNEasia
sector performance reviews and access and use surveys provide the only public domain data
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for her work, and IDRC for its support of RIA.
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and analysis of the progress being made towards reaching public policy objectives.38 Moreover,
UNCTAD, OECD, and the ITU have all turned to RIA, LIRNEasia, and DIRSI for crucial primary
data. The RIA evaluation highlighted that UNCTAD makes extensive use of RIA’s statistical work,
for example, in their enterprise surveys on ICT use in different African countries. RIA and
LIRNEasia fill large gaps for them, and most National Statistical Offices have yet to include
requests for ICT data in their surveys, let alone detailed demand-side data.
The results of RIA, LIRNEasia and DIRSI research in certain instances also “went viral” in
mainstream media. The Atlantic, Al Jazeera, and the Daily Telegraph among others picked up
findings that millions of Facebook users had no idea they were using the Internet when they log
onto their profiles.39 More often, findings were picked up by local media as part of a deliberate
media strategy to raise awareness during pivotal periods of policy debate. Significantly, RIA,
LIRNEasia and DIRSI research was also cited by expert policy bodies, such as the
Telecommunications Regulatory Authority of India and the U.S. Federal Communications
Commission (in a rare instance of developing world research informing policy debates that
concern the global North). The quality of their research was also evident when they received
recognition from renowned global expert Manuel Castells, who asked Alison Gillwald, RIA’s
CEO, to contribute a chapter to his latest book, Reconceptualizing Development in the Global
Information Age.40 DIRSI has achieved considerable attention for their results on the impact of
broadband, from among others John Horrigan, the designer of President Obama’s broadband
policy. After a session at the Telecommunications Policy Research Conference (TPRC), the top
conference in the field, Horrigan told DIRSI that their panel “was among the best at TPRC.”
DIRSI also published a book with the Economic Commission for Latin America and the
Caribbean (CEPAL) that has been downloaded over 160,000 times in Spanish and 45,000 times
in English (Jordan et al. 2013).41
The Communications Policy Research South (CPRSouth) program is the most significant strategy
that RIA and LIRNEasia apply to support capacity development, especially for young scholars. By
providing bursaries for scholars to attend the forums, the events present them with
opportunities for accessing senior peer support with the potential to publish their work. Over
125 young scholars from 30 countries in Africa and Asia have passed through the program.
When asked to compare with other conferences they have attended, CPRsouth participants
find the program to be superior in its effectiveness in mentoring young researchers.
Furthermore, comments by young scholars and paper presenters speak to the value of the
unique format of the conference. The CPRsouth conference serves as a platform not only to
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Jonathan Donner, Researcher in Technology for Emerging Markets, Microsoft Research, stated that, “I would
rather be in a country with something like RIA in it than be in a country without” (Ramirez, et al. 2014: 27).
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The Atlantic summarized the implications of these findings: “The expectations and behaviors of the next billion
people to come online will have profound effects on how the Internet evolves. If the majority of the world’s online
population spends time on Facebook, then policymakers, businesses, startups, developers, non-profits, publishers,
and anyone else interested in communicating with them will also, if they are to be effective, go to Facebook. That
means they, too, must then play by the rules of one company. And that has implications for us all” (Mirani 2015).
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See: Cloete, Nico and Alison Gillwald. 2014. South African Informational Development and Human Development:
Rights vs. Capabilities. In Reconceptualizing Development in the Global Information Age. eds Manuel Castells and
Pekka Himanen. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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build capacity in interdisciplinary research, but to train researchers to become policy
intellectuals as well. The surveys so far show that the respondents have been quite active in
either the academic or policy spheres.
Of note as well is that researchers involved with RIA, LIRNEasia and DIRSI have received
accolades and promotions that suggest these research networks contribute to the development
of policy leaders. Of note, Harsha de Silva, LIRNEasia’s lead economist became the deputy
minister of Economic Planning during Sri Lanka’s last election. Chanuka Wattegama, another
LIRNEasia researcher, was named to the Information and Communication Technology Authority
Board in Sri Lanka. In Africa, RIA’s partner in Rwanda, Albert Nsengiyumva, became Minister of
Power for the country and one of its doctoral students, Mamadou Alhadji, became the principal
adviser on universal ICT service to the President of Senegal.
2.3.3 Supporting innovative research and applications that help women and marginalized
communities
I&N support for research on gender and social inclusion took the form of both focused projects
on gender and ICTs and more cross-cutting activities. The most significant network in the area
of gender and ICTs is Gender Research for African and Middle East into ICTs and Empowerment
(GRACE). Focused as it is on ICTs and women’s empowerment in the developing world, the
network is a legacy of the ICT4D program area. A notable outcome of the network is an
initiative in Egypt to provide support to mothers of children with special needs through a
website with scientific information on genetic defects, which also provides a platform for
interaction and sharing of information among mothers. The project also contributed to
transforming sexism in the Computer Science Department of the National University of Science
and Technology in Zimbabwe; research informed an intervention to transform computer
science teachers’ attitudes to women. That was the first attempt of its kind anywhere on the
continent of Africa and is expected to inspire similar work in other countries. In 2013, Dr. Huda
Basaleem, a GRACE researcher, received The Elsevier Foundation Award in Life Sciences for
Early Career Women Scientists in the Developing World, as a representative of the Arab Region.
In addition, she was selected as the UNESCO Country Focal Point (Yemen) and Advisory Board
Member of the Bioethics Network on Women’s Issues in the Arab Region (BiNWIAR).
In 2014, GRACE published Women and Africa and the Middle East: Changing Selves, Changing
Societies based on the network’s research on the impact of ICTs on women in Africa. Of note, a
review of the book by Michael Quinn Patton, co-author of Getting to Maybe: How the World is
Changed, states “Technology supports transformation, a connection not to be merely assumed
but examined, and the evidence in this book is coherently and convincingly communicated.
Balanced and brave, realistic yet hopeful, and data-based while human-centered, this book
epitomizes excellence.”
I&N funded research also challenged the dominant views and perceptions around gender and
ICTs. A paper called Lifting the Veil on ICT Gender Indicators in Africa, written by Mariama
Deen-Swarray, Alison Gillwald, and Ashleigh Morrel, was presented at the 2013 CPRSouth
conference in Mysore, India, and awarded “Best paper of the Conference.” The comparative
research on gender and ICT access was developed into a policy paper presented at the U.S.
State Department in February 2013. The paper has since been widely circulated and cited, and
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was used to contribute to the report prepared by Nancy Hafkins on Measuring ICT and Gender:
an Assessment for the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). This report
constitutes part of the efforts by the Task Group on Gender (TGG) (of which RIA is an active
member) to improve the availability of sex-disaggregated data spearheaded by the ITU and
UNCTAD.
HarassMap, which aims to fight sexual harassment in Egypt by creating an online system to
report incidents, is a rare example for I&N of a project supporting a technological intervention,
in this case to prevent gender-based
violence.42 According to HarassMap,
IDRC’s funding made it possible to
transform from a loosely organized
group of volunteers into a wellestablished organization in their field.
The initiative led to a tremendous
amount of media coverage, but more
importantly had significant outcomes
with respect to adoption, replication,
and local action against sexual
harassment. For instance, HarassMap’s
work led to Cairo University becoming
FIGURE 3: Image of HarassMap
the first public university in the Middle
East to have an anti-sexual harassment policy. Moreover, pilot ‘safe areas’ helped establish a
culture of ‘no tolerance for harassment’ in which bystanders who were previously passive
began actively intervening on behalf of women. The organization has received 46 requests from
activists and organizations in 39 other countries to coach them in replicating the model, and at
least eight HarassMap-inspired initiatives have already launched in other countries. I&N’s
research entry point with HarassMap focused on the issue of how crowd-sourced data
collection compares to more traditional data collection methods, particularly in sensitive
contexts like gender-based violence (results are forthcoming).

2.4 Outcome 4: Field building
Key outcomes

 Contributed to improved research capacity.
 Contributed theoretically and empirically to the field of ‘open development.’

I&N’s fourth outcome area seeks to build the field of information networks through the
development of interdisciplinary and systemic knowledge (including new methods) about the
relationship between openness, rights and inclusion in networked societies. However, as
discussed in section 1.3.2, I&N moved away from its focus on supporting interdisciplinary work,
42

HarassMap works by compiling reports of harassment onto a map displaying the number of incidents in a
particular area, to draw attention to neighborhoods overrun by harassment until it is no longer socially acceptable.
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a shift which happened alongside a new focus on the development of concepts and methods in
the more narrow area of openness in development. These shifts meant I&N accomplished two
field building outcomes: building research capacity in legacy ICT4D research, and contributing
to the theoretical and empirical development of ‘open development.’
2.4.1 Building research capacity
The Strengthening Information Society Research Capacity Alliance (SIRCA I & II) program
(#106618) aimed to advance young scholars to be future leaders in their respective fields and to
develop interdisciplinary research capacity. As the final evaluation indicated, the vast majority
of scholars felt that SIRCA was very, or extremely, beneficial. There were also several notable
advancement in the research careers of the young scholars. For example, Regina Hechanova
(Philippines) became dean of her faculty, while Rajesh Chandwani (India), Baohua Zhou (China)
and Kabran Djane (Cote d’Ivoire) all received university positions in their respective countries.43
Similarly Matias Dodel (Uruguay) was admitted to a Ph.D. program at the University of Haifa in
Israel, and was able to help create a new Internet Research Group in the Communication
Department at the Universidad Católica del Uruguay. Another awardee, Dr. Siraj Islam, won
second place in Sweden’s prestigious Börje Langefors doctoral dissertation award.
Where the program had difficulty was in establishing interdisciplinary research, which in
retrospect was too much to ask of a capacity building network. In reaction to this experience,
the third round of the project (SIRCA III) is redesigning the model and placing cross-cutting,
interdisciplinary theory and methodology building as a core activity, although focusing solely on
the field of open development.
2.4.2 Building open development
I&N has actively contributed to the concept of open development as a line of research and
practice by identifying key debates, setting up networks of scholars, sharing knowledge, and
developing the theoretical basis of open development. In contrast with other field-building
exercises led mainly by I&N grantees, field-building on open development has mainly been led
by I&N team members.
For instance, I&N started its work on open development by surveying the field to identify
existing good practices for openness initiatives, bringing careful consideration to what
constitutes openness and the conditions needed to attain it (Reilly & McMahon 2015). From
here, the team contributed two key publications on open development: Open Development:
Networked Innovations in International Development (Smith & Reilly 2013) and Enabling
Openness: The future of the information society in Latin America and the Caribbean (Girard &
Perini 2013), both of which made significant theoretical contributions to the field (Reilly &
McMahon 2015).44 As one reviewer for MIT Press said of the Open Development book, “As a
43

Another example is Fabro Steibel from Brazil who started consulting as an information and technology architect
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Open Government Partnership programme.
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The I&N team has also published other pieces that have seen some take-up. As of April 2015, the paper Open ICT
Ecosystems Transforming the Developing World (2010) has been cited 24 times, and another paper Open
Development: a new theory for ICT4D (2011) has been cited 18 times.
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whole, it moves the theoretical and practical conversations on ICT4D forward, shaking up a
somewhat static ICT4D frame with links to broader and fast-moving conversations about
openness, participation, and the global informational society.”45 The team also helped produce
a 2011 journal special issue on Open Development that, in total, has been cited 49 times.46
The expansion of open development can be gauged in part by its reception globally. It has, for
instance, been taken up by a number of scholars, such as Robin Mansell, one of the world’s top
experts on international policy for the information society, and Yochai Benkler, the well-known
theorist of peer-to-peer production and open social processes (Reilly & McMahon 2015).
Additionally, the topic was featured in a number of conferences: OKFestivals 2012 and 2013
both featured a session on open development; ICTD 2013 had a session on open development;
and the longest running ICT4D conference (IFIP 9.4 Working Group conference on the Social
Implications of Computers in Developing Countries) is running a 2015 conference with the
theme of Openness in ICT4D: Critical Reflections on Future Directions, explicitly referencing the
open development concept. All these events were organized by people external to IDRC, but all
invited IDRC participation as a recognized contributor to the development of the concept.
Additionally, I&N’s partners exploring this area of study now include a number of high-profile
organizations such as Open Knowledge, the Oxford Internet Institute, the Berkman Centre at
Harvard University, ECLAC, W3C, the World Bank’s Open Development Initiative, the World
Wide Web Foundation, Wikimedia Foundation, the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) and the World Wide Web Foundation.
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The reviewer went on to write, “This reviewer expected to see a book more focused on the topics addressed in
[the chapter on] open/big data and development organizations. Instead the book takes a much broader tour of the
issues of openness in health, education, science, institutions, etc. This is a significant accomplishment and
contribution.”
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3. CONCLUSION: CONTRIBUTIONS AND LESSONS
I&N has been able to meet most of the objectives and expected outcomes it set for itself, while
also achieving some that were emergent, such as being a lead organization in open data for
development. IDRC created the Open Data for Development (OD4D) program and is hosting the
International Open Data conference in Ottawa in May 2015, both of which have helped the
program become a key figure in the open data field. In achieving these outcomes, the I&N
program was guided by the principal strategies of influencing policy dialogues, building research
capacity, and generating knowledge. Based on I&N’s theory of change, these strategies are
interconnected, and together will improve the development impact of openness, protect digital
rights, and support more inclusive network societies.
In each of these outcome areas, I&N relied on four main approaches to programming, including
supporting research networks and our partners’ capacity to evaluate and communicate their
research, as well as creating conducive policy environments and continually evaluating our
progress. The following is a summary of the principal results and challenges encountered in
pursuing I&N strategies.
3.1 Contributing to policy dialogues and reform
Across I&N’s main outcomes, the program first and foremost sought to steer its projects
towards contributing evidence to policy debates, with the ultimate goal of reforming policies in
the areas of openness, rights, and inclusion. As a result of program activities, I&N-supported
partners achieved some success in influencing policies across the globe. Research ICT Africa’s
staff and evidence helped formulate South Africa’s Broadband Strategy. Partners in India
contributed to formulating better privacy legislation, and a better biometric ID law. The “Cyber
Stewards” led public interest litigation to unblock YouTube in the name of Internet freedom in
Pakistan. Fiscal and interconnection policies in Bangladesh and Namibia were modified as a
result of data and engagement from I&N partners, thus ensuring the poor had access to lower
communication costs. Finally, I&N partners contributed directly to developing the Marco Civil
law in Brazil, which to this day remains the most progressive and influential civil rights
framework for the Internet in the world.
At the same time, while some projects were very successful and adept at engaging with policy
makers, unsurprisingly, others were not. Activities, particularly in the areas of open data, open
education, and open science are still too nascent to have a major impact on policy debates yet,
although some impacts are now beginning to emerge.
3.2 Knowledge generation and research quality
I&N’s approach with respect to knowledge generation focused on a combination of research
capacity building, producing high quality research and influencing policy. The highlights of
research outputs produced by I&N include well-regarded pieces that set the theoretical
underpinnings of open development (Open Development: Networked Innovations in
International Development) and measure progress towards open government goals (Open Data
Barometer), highly praised assessments of digital media piracy in the developing world (Media
Piracy in Emerging Economies) and the relationship between gender and ICTs (Women and
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Africa and the Middle East: Changing Selves, Changing Societies; Lifting the Veil on ICT Gender
Indicators in Africa), as well as widely appreciated findings on the impact of internet access on
livelihoods (Broadband in Latin America: beyond connectivity).
There are inherent tensions with striving for high quality research results while also attempting
to build capacity of research partners in developing countries, some of whom may not have
equal skill sets or competencies to produce peer-review quality research. A key challenge in
supporting research is to define what constitutes research “quality.” I&N’s research clearly
illustrated the value of having a research quality evaluation framework that is broader than just
academic journal publication numbers and citations, and takes factors like research intention
and context into account. Indeed, some I&N supported research that had a large development
impact, for example through uptake by the media and policy makers, does not comfortably fit
into the often narrow constraints of academic publication.
What constitutes “quality” evidence varies considerably by the field of study. For instance,
research on openness is still exploratory and focused on developing research capacities and
methodologies in an emergent field; the focus is on scoping, baseline studies, and ‘how to’
research (example: Open Data Barometer). Research on rights tends to be quite technologyfocused and geared towards uptake strategies (example: assessments of the surveillance
landscape) rather than on traditional social science research. By contrast, research on digital
inclusion, particularly projects focused on telecommunications reform, entails better known
methods and designs.
3.3 Capacity building
I&N’s approach for capacity-building in research is focused on improving partners’ abilities to
conduct research, to communicate that research, and to link with others (Bernard 2005).
Therefore, I&N supported research capacity building through: 1) developing innovative
research networks; 2) DECI II (evaluation and strategic communication); and 3) two stand-alone
projects, Communications Policy Research South (CPRSouth) and Strengthening Information
Society Research Capacity Alliance (SIRCA). It is difficult to measure progress toward capacity
building, largely because quantitative indicators such as attendance at a workshop, rarely
reflect anything meaningful, but also because genuine capacity building needs time to bear
fruit. Most achievements tend to be qualitative and individually-driven and I&N projects have
more than likely helped many individuals become leaders in their field. Allison Gillwald,
Ronaldo Lemos, Shahzad Ahmed, Sunil Abraham, Cheryl Hodgkinson Williams are now
recognized global leaders in their respective fields. All recognize IDRC’s role in helping them
achieve that status.
Development Evaluation and Communication Capacity in Information Society Research: DECI
II was an experiment in building project capacities in evaluation and research communications.
The project was premised on the idea that projects that develop strategic learning and
communication skills, through mentorship, generally perform better. The DECI II team say it is
too early to demonstrate impact, but is nevertheless showing early results, with respect to
partners using new skills to formulate effective research communications strategies and to
learn about how to implement projects more effectively. For those who received mentoring,
the feedback so far is that DECI helped projects improve their strategic communications. The
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SEED Alliance, an I&N-supported innovation grants competition, credits DECI with helping it
attract further funding from the Swedish International development Agency.
Strengthening Information Society Research Capacity Alliance: SIRCA helped spur real
academic capacity-building outcomes, including helping previously unpublished researchers get
published.
Communications Policy Research South: CPRSouth monitored the link between policy
development/influence and academic achievement among young scholars attending the CPR
conferences over the medium term, and demonstrated a level of ‘impact’ the conferences have
had with building the capacity of attendees (while also recognizing that all changes and
advancements cannot be fully attributed to CPRSouth). Going forward I&N would like to see a
similar approach for all of its ICTD conferences when the purpose is to support the
development of young scholars.
Gender analysis skills: The area where I&N fell short was in systematically building gender
analysis skills among its partners. An internal assessment found that a significant portion of I&N
projects were below average in facilitating real gender equity; the majority of the 41 projects
assessed merely had women as one of the target groups or women were incidental to the
research agenda. Nevertheless this generalization masks important nuances. I&N’s grantees
focusing on telecommunication policies and those specifically focusing on gender and ICTs have
made a significant contribution in better understanding the gender dimensions of ICT use and
impact.
I&N originally predicted that integrating gender analysis into projects would be a weakness for
partners, and to address this, attempted to build a gender analysis mentorship program.
However various issues precluded this mentorship. I&N’s response has been to hire a new
program officer with experience in gender analysis, and the new Networked Economies
program is specifically targeting women in its programming.
3.4 Lessons
In achieving these outcomes, IDRC's single biggest advantage, other than its staff engagement
and competence, is its long term, persistent support for ideas and partners. This has certainly
been the case for I&N, which evolved from ICT4D activities and contributed to multi-phase
support to LIRNEasia, RIA, DIRSI, Open AIR, Privacy International (among others), all of which
have demonstrated significant outcomes. The evaluation of Research ICT Africa emphasized the
importance of IDRC’s long term commitment to programming for RIA’s success. I&N expects the
same type of outcomes in due course from the open data, open educational resources, open
science, and the Cyber Stewards networks. However, much will depend on how support of such
projects is nested within IDRC’s new program framework.
The engagement and competency of I&N staff has also been critical to the program’s
achievements. The team of seven became involved in every facet of major activities I&N
supported. Most of the research networks I&N helped to create consider I&N staff to be
integral to the networks, through their involvement with strategic planning, peer review,
research mentorship, and administrative problem solving. I&N staff, with the help of DECI
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II, was also involved in helping to develop the capacities of partners through organizing, training
and mentoring on issues such as communicating for influence, evaluation, resource
mobilization, and project management. Moreover, staff members were involved in helping to
build the field through publishing theory pieces, books, and meta-assessments of IDRCsupported projects in peer-reviewed literature.47 Engaging with the Canadian government,
funders and international donors became part of I&N’s work habits. Within the Canadian
government and beyond, IDRC is considered the ‘go to’ institution for advice on information
society and development issues. These elements are crucial to how IDRC operates and makes a
difference. Publishing, peer reviewing, conference engagement, and professional development
are critical to support the legitimacy and credibility of IDRC staff in the field and ultimately
helps drive partnerships with other donors as well.
Through supporting research networks, research competitions, and with stand-alone projects,
IDRC aimed to meet the challenges set out by its outcome areas. Of these, research networks
have had the greatest impact, particularly in terms of capacity building, research generation,
technological innovation, and field building. However, at the same time, networks can take a
significant amount of time to demonstrate policy or practice changes, and global networks in
particular come with significant financial and administrative burdens. Recently I&N has been
considering building regional hubs to reduce transaction costs and potentially achieve greater
development impact through national and regional research efforts.
Nevertheless, most of I&N's current networks generally have the capacity base and,
increasingly, the body of evidence, to catalyze changes in their respective domains. This
assumes, obviously, that I&N is able to offer some form of financial sustainability for these
networks. It seems clear, however, that IDRC should continue to regard the competency to
build networks as one of its key assets.
It is our firm conviction that well after the prospectus has ended, I&N-supported activities will
continue to produce cutting-edge research results, influence changes in policies, and build
capacity in openness, digital rights and inclusive development.

This included four books, one book chapter, two articles in peer-reviewed journals, and editing of a special issue
on Open Development which was one of the most downloaded editions in ITID’s history. See Annex 7 for a
complete list.
47
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Annex 2: Definitions and discussions
Accountability: As a principle of open government, accountability means that the social contract and/or
binding legal frameworks between citizens and the state exist which define the rights and
responsibilities of governance to ensure that governments and leaders take responsibility for their
actions.
Capacity building: Expanding capacities to conceive, conduct, manage, and communicate research.
Development communication: Development communication uses communication to facilitate human,
social development by engaging stakeholders and policy makers in a dialogue that not only promotes
exchanges of information to assess risks and opportunities, but also establishes an environment
conducive to bringing about positive social change. It integrates communication as a means of fostering
an understanding of “indigenous knowledge and expertise” in development and development planning
(Mefalopulos 2008: 51). Includes, among other things, information dissemination, education, social
marketing and community participation. See the World Bank’s Development communication
sourcebook: broadening the boundaries of communication.
Digital rights and the information society: These are ‘human rights’ associated with the information
society and are those rights which are particularly relevant to the digital realm, such as the right to
privacy and freedom of expression, but also rights around access to and the use of computers, networks
and other information and communication technologies. Digital rights allow individuals to access, use,
create, and publish information ‘online’ via the Internet. The Declaration of Principles of the World
Summit on the Information Society recognized that human rights and fundamental freedoms are
essential foundations of the information society. According to the definition from the International
Telecommunication Union, the information society has three essential elements: 1) information and
knowledge; 2) proliferation of ICTs; and 3) access to and use of ICTs. For more, please go to “A Common
Vision of the Information Society?”
Network society: Social, political and economic transformation that occurs when society moves from a
focus on industrialization to one of information generation - and the associated changes caused by the
spread of networked, digital information and communications technologies. See above discussion on
information society.
Openness: Openness takes on many specific meanings in the different domains where it is applied
making it difficult to assign it a fixed definition. From a development context, a flexible understanding of
openness is useful to appreciate and understand local variations and applications (Smith, 2014). In the
I&N prospectus, openness refers to both open content/open resources and to open activities/open
processes.
Open content/open resources: Open resources are a type of content that can be accessed digitally.
Typically, to be considered an “open” resource a resource has to at least be free to use and share, and
have a license that allows for reuse and modification. For example, an educational institution might
publish an “open textbook” online. Then a teacher in a small and remote village could take that “open
textbook”, update and modify it for the local context, and freely distribute that resource to his or her
students (perhaps digitally, perhaps as paper handouts), who would also be free to share and
redistribute it.
Open activities/processes: These are the ways that people connect, share, organize, collaborate, and
participate to create content or achieve goals on and through information networks. For example, open
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government is a set of systems and processes that seeks to improve governance through citizens’
increased access to government content (documents, proceedings, data), and processes (such as
increased participation in some decision making processes). If done well, such activities should enhance
transparency and accountability of government, make services more effective and efficient, and even
generate economic opportunities (for instance, entrepreneurs using open data to develop digital
transport applications may generate as much as US$720-$920 billion per year (Open Data Institute,
2015).
Open government: Open government is characterized by principles transparency, accountability and
participation. It aims to improve governance through citizens’ increased access to government content
and processes in order to enhance transparency and accountability of government, make services more
effective and efficient, and generate economic opportunities.
Policy influence: Though it is difficult to always gauge policy influence as an outcome, in our experience,
it happens when evidence-based research is used to inform policy debates. Thus we define ‘policy
influence’ as 1) supporting research that informs policy debates and, 2) supporting advocacy for
particular policy positions.
Research quality: For the purpose of this report, “high quality” refers to a certain quality standard
defined by peers, through peer review, and/or through citations (i.e., impact factor) and use by other
organizations or individuals.
Transparency: As a principle of open government, transparency indicates that governments are able and
willing to supply public information and public data; it also includes legal frameworks such as freedom of
information acts and access to information laws which ensure that citizens are able to freely access
public data and information.
Utilization-Focused Evaluation (UFE): UFE evaluation is designed and facilitated with consideration
given to how users experience the evaluation process, and how to support the use of the evaluation by
intended users. Part of the evaluation process is to continually examine and adapt the evaluation to
ensure it is useful from beginning to end. Please see the UFE Primer written by I&N’s DECI partners for
more information. According to the UFE Primer: UFE “facilitates a learning process in which people in
the real world apply evaluation findings and experiences to their work. The focus is on intended users.
UFE does not prescribe any specific content, method, or theory. It is a guiding framework, rather than a
methodology. UFE can include a wide variety of evaluation methods within an overall participatory
paradigm. Decision making, in consultation with those who can benefit from the evaluation, is an
important part of the process. Intended users will more likely utilize an evaluation in which they have
ownership” (Ramírez and Brodhead 2013: 2).
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Annex 4: I&N research networks
Name of the network (IDRC project number)
Gender Research in Africa into ICT's for
Empowerment (#105007)
Research into Open Education Resources for
Development (#107311)
Evidence-based ICT Policy for Development and
Innovation (#106231)
Cyber Stewards Network (#106967)
Protecting Privacy in an Increasingly Digital
Developing World (#107071)
Catalysing Open and Collaborative Science to Address
Global Development Challenges (#107650)
African Innovation Research on Intellectual Property's
Role in Open Development (#106223)
Open Data in Developing Countries (#107075)
Catalyzing Broadband Internet in Africa (#107383)
Inclusion in the information society in Asia (#107077)
Scaling African Technology Start-ups (107956)
Innovations for Inclusive Knowledge Based Economies
in Asia – (#106233)
Openness and Quality in Asian Distance Education
(#104917)
Digital Privacy in Asia (#104927)
PANeGOV : Understanding Democratic eGovernance
in Asia (#104935)
Regional Dialogue on the Information Society
(#105249)
Information Networks and Social Inclusion in Latin
America (#107601)
Inclusive information societies: Creating growth and
employment opportunities in Asia (#108000)
Leveraging mobile network big data for
developmental policy (#108008)

Principal recipient
Research for the Future, South
Africa
University of Cape Town, South
Africa and Wawasan Open
University, Malaysia
Research ICT Africa, South Africa

Budget (in CA$)
$3,343,760

University of Toronto, Canada
Privacy International, UK

$2,282,760
$2,248,200

University of Toronto, Canada,
iHub Limited, Kenya
University of Cape Town, South
Africa
The Web Foundation, UK
Research ICT Africa, South Africa

$2,198,167

LIRNEasia, Sri-Lanka
University of Cape Town, South
Africa
LIRNEasia, Sri-Lanka

$1,673,000
$1,444,300

Virtual University of Pakistan

$1,200,00

Privacy International, UK
IdeaCorp, Philippines

1,153,600
$1,019,418

DIRSI, Latin America

$822,358

DIRSI, Latin America

$735,100

LIRNEasia, Sri-Lanka

$725,000

LIRNEasia, Sri-Lanka

$725,000
Total
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$2,872,400

$2,922,100

$2,043,600
$1,977,100
$1,728,800

$1,375,500

$31,290,163

Annex 5: Key documents
Document title
Quality of Openness: Evaluating the Contributions of IDRC’s
Information and Networks Program to Open Development
(2015)

Brief description
This evaluation assesses I&N’s past and current contributions
to the field of Open Development, specifically focusing on the
summative findings about the degree to which I&N projects
are achieving ‘quality of openness’ outcomes.
This evaluation considers I&N’s networking approach for
supporting and capacitating Southern-based research on a
range of digital rights issues and focuses on whether the
modality is an optimal approach for 1) providing such support
and 2) having the resulting research influence policy on those
issues.
This internal evaluation assesses the extent to which I&N
integrated gender analysis into its programing

Evaluation of the Networking Approach of IDRC’s I&N program
(2015)

Evaluation of Gender Integration in the Information and
Networks (I&N) program (2015)
Communication Strategy: Information and Networks program
(2014)

The communications strategy for both the I&N program and
DFID-IDRC co-funded INASSA (Information Networks in Asia
and Sub-Saharan Africa) program
“Spray n’ Stay:” An Innovation System for the Global South SEED This evaluation prepared by Futureworks Consulting Inc.
Alliance Evaluation. Final Report (2014)
assessed the SEED Alliance in terms of its own project goals,
in terms of building communities of practice, scaling up
initiatives, providing visibility for partners and promoting
networking and mentoring.
Annual Report on the Information and Networks in Sub-Saharan The first Annual Report of the DFID-IDRC co-funded INASSA
Africa and Asia program (INASSA) (2014)
program.
Research ICT Africa- Evaluation Report (2014)

I&N Thematic Research Networks: Methodology (2012)
Partners' Meeting Report Cape Town 2013
Partners Meeting Report Rio 2012
Transition of ICT4D projects to Information and Networks (I&N)
program (2011)

Team Meeting Report, Ottawa 2014
Team Meeting Report, Cape Town 2013
Team Meeting Report, Rio 2012

This evaluation prepared by New Economy Development
Group assessed the policy influence outcomes and lessons
emerging from the work of Research ICT Africa, I&N’s leading
partner focusing on telecommunication regulation and
policies in sub-Saharan Africa
This document explains the processes of creating a Research
Network, a key programming modality of I&N.
I&N convened two meetings with its key partners in 2012 and
2013. These reports summarize key discussions and lessons
emerging from these meetings
This document provides the rationales for treating certain
projects from the Information and Communication
Technologies for Development (ICT4D) as contributing to the
I&N program goals and objectives
I&N held regular team meetings every year. Some of these
meetings discuss important strategic directions and
implementation outcomes. These five meeting are
considered key elements in I&N’s strategic evaluation
exercises.

Team Meeting Report, Nairobi 2011
Team Meeting Report, Vietnam 2010
Information and Networks Program Prospectus (2011)

The 2011 Prospectus contains the program’s goals, strategies
and expected outcomes for the period 2011-2016.
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Annex 6: I&N grantees and staff peer-reviewed publications and Google scholar
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Services in Selected Emerging Asian Countries. Information Technologies and International Development, 7(3): 1932. (Cited by 24)
3. Alderete M.V.; Gutierrez L.H. (2014) Drivers of information and communication technologies adoption in
Colombian services firms. International Journal of Business Information Systems, 17(4). (cited by 0)
4. Alderete, María Verónica (2013). Internet Incidence on SME’s Sales: A Propensity Score Matching Analysis.
Information Resources Management Journal, 26(3), 40-54. (Cited by 0)
5. Ale, K., & Chib, A. (2011). Community factors in technology adoption in primary education: Perspectives from
rural India. Information Technologies & International Development, 7(4). (Cited by 8)
6. Ashraf, M., Grunfeld, H., Harris, R., Alam, N., Ferdousi, S., & Malik, B.T. (2011). An Explorative Study of ICT for
Developmental Impact in Rural Areas of Bangladesh. Media Asia Journal, 38(1). (Cited by 0).
7. Buskens, Ineke (2011). The Importance of Intent: Reflections on Open Development for Women's
Empowerment. Information Technologies and International Development, 7(1): 71-76. (Cited by 3)
8. Cáceres, Roxana Barrantes, & Mireia Fernández-Ardèvol (2012). Mobile Phone Use Among Market Traders at
Fairs in Rural Peru. Information Technologies and International Development, 8(3): 35-52. (cited by 3)
9. Cáceres, Roxana Barrantes, Aileen Agüero, Martín Cavero, César Huaroto (2012). The Impacts of the Use of
Mobile Telephone Technology on the Productivity of Micro and Small Enterprises: An Exploratory Study into the
Carpentry and Cabinet-Making Sector in Villa El Salvador. Information Technologies and International
Development, 8(4) 77–94. (Cited by 2)
10. Chamdwani, Rajesh and Rahul De (2015). Analyzing Multimedia Data: Exploring the Dimensions of Context in
ICT for Development Research. The Electronic Journal of Information Systems in Developing Countries, in July
2015, vol 69.
11. Cheung, Anne S.Y. (2014). Location privacy: The challenges of mobile service devices. Computer Law and
Security Review, 30(1): 41-54. (Cited by 3)
12. Cheung, Anne S.Y. (2013). An evaluation of personal data protection in Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region (1995–2012). International Data Privacy Law, 3 (1): 29-41. (cited by 1)
13. Chew, Han Ei, Mark Levy, Vigneswara Ilavarasan (2015). The amplification effect of mobile phones on femaleowned microenterprises. Mobile Media and Communication, 1-18. (Cited by 0)
14. Chew, Han Ei, Vigneswara P. Ilavarasan & Mark R. Levy (2013). Mattering Matters: Agency, Empowerment, and
Mobile Phone Use by Female Microentrepreneurs. Information Technology for Development, 1-17. (Cited by 1)
15. Chew, Han Ei, Mark Levy, Vigneswara Ilavarasan (2011). The Limited Impact of ICTs on Microenterprise Growth:
A Study of Businesses Owned by Women in Urban India. Information Technologies and International Development,
7(4): 1–16. (Cited by 10)
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16. Cruz, Elinor May and Trina Joyce Sayo (2015). Exploring the Cybersex Phenomenon in the Philippines. The
Electronic Journal of Information Systems in Developing Countries, in July 2015, vol 69.
17. Davies, Tim and Zainab Ashraf Bawa (2012). The Promises and Perils of Open Government Data (OGD). Journal
of Community Informatics, 8(2). (Cited by 29)
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paradigm. Info, 13(3): 47 – 63. (Cited by 3)
19. de Silva, Harsha, Dimuthu Ratnadiwakara, Ayesha Zainudeen (2011). Social Influence in Mobile Phone
Adoption: Evidence from the Bottom of the Pyramid in Emerging Asia. Information Technologies and International
Development, 7(3): 1-18. (Cited by 38)
20. Dodel, Matias (2015). E-skill’s effect on occupational attainment: a PISA-based panel study. The Electronic
Journal of Information Systems in Developing Countries, July 2015, vol 69.
21. Galperin, Hernan, Judith Mariscal, María Fernanda Viecens (2013). One Goal, Different Strategies: An Analysis
of National Broadband Plans in Latin America. Info, 15(3): 25 – 38. (cited by 1)
22. Galperin, Hernán Christian A. Ruzzier (2013). Price Elasticity of Demand for Broadband: Evidence from Latin
America and the Caribbean. Telecommunications Policy, 37(6–7): 429–438. (Cited by 10)
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East Africa on the end of international mobile roaming charges. Info, 13(3): 32 – 46. (Cited by 3)
26. Graham, Mark & Håvard Haarstad (2011). Transparency and Development: Ethical Consumption through Web
2.0 and the Internet of Things. Information Technologies and International Development, 7(1). (Cited by 13)
27. Graham, M., Hogan, B., Straumann, R. K., and Medhat, A. (2014). Uneven Geographies of User-Generated
Information: Patterns of Increasing Informational Poverty. Annals of the Association of American Geographers.
104(4). 746-764. (cited by 14)
28. Graham, M. (2014) Inequitable Distributions in Internet Geographies: The Global South is Gaining Access But
Lags in Local Content. innovations 9(3-4). 17-34. (Cited by 0)
29. Harvey, Blane (2011). Negotiating Openness Across Science, ICTs and Participatory Development: Lessons from
the AfricaAdapt Network. Information Technologies and International Development 7(1): 19-31. (Cited by 8)
30. Hechanova, M.R., Tuliao, A.P., & Ang, P.H. (2011). If you build it will they come? Adoption of Online Counseling
among Overseas Migrant Workers. Media Asia, 38(1), 32-40. (Cited by 3)
31. Hernández, A. T., Botero C., & Guzmán L. (2014). Public expenditure in education in Latin America.
Recommendations to serve the purposes of the Paris Open Educational Resources Declaration. Open Praxis, 6(2):
103–113. (Cited by 0)
32. Huaroto, César (2012). Use of the Internet and Productivity of Microbusinesses: Evidence from the Peruvian
Case (2007–2010). Information Technologies and International Development, 8(4): 113-128. (cited by 0)
33. Islam, M.S. (2011). Evaluation of an M-Service for Farmers in a Developing Region: A Case Study from Rural
Bangladesh. Media Asia Journal, 38(1). (Cited by 1)
34. Islam, MS, ÅG Grönlund ÅG Grönlund. (2012). Factors influencing the adoption of mobile phones among the
farmers in Bangladesh: Theories and practices. International Journal on Advances in ICT for Emerging Regions, 4(1):
4-14. (Cited by 5)
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35. Jung, I.S. (2012). Asian learners’ perception of the quality in distance education and gender differences. The
International Review of Research in Open and Distance Learning, 13(2): 1-25. (Cited by 14)
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Annex 7: Publications & social media engagements by I&N program team
members
Books and book chapters
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Connecting ICTs for Development: The IDRC Experience (2013)
Information Lives of the Poor: Fighting Poverty with Technology (2013)
Open Development: Networked Innovations in International Development (2013)
Enabling Openness: The Future of Information Society in Latin America and the Caribbean (2013)
Chapter: “Exploring Open Development” in The Open Book (2013)
Chapter: “Introduction Part II: From Beginning to End, to Beginning Again in Connecting ICTs to
Development: The IDRC Experience (2013)
Chapter: “Conclusion” in Connecting ICTs to Development: The IDRC Experience
Chapter” “Introduction” in Open Development: Networked Innovations in International
Development (2013)
Chapter: “The Emergence of Open Development in a Network Society” in Open Development:
Networked Innovations in International Development (2013)
Chapter: “E-Government for Development: ICTs in the Public Sector and the Evolving Citizen–
Government Relationship” in Connecting ICTs for Development: The IDRC Experience (2013)
Chapter: “Innovations in Evaluating ICT4D Research” in Connecting ICTs for Development: The
IDRC Experience (2013)
Chapter: “Catalyzing Access via Telecommunications Policy and Regulatory Research” in in
Connecting ICTs to Development: The IDRC Experience (2013)
Chapter: “Making the Grade: The Role of ICTs in Providing Access to Knowledge” in Connecting
ICTs to Development: The IDRC Experience (2013)
Chapter: “SIRCA: An Opportunity to Build and Improve the Field of ICT4D” in Linking Research to
Practice: Strengthening ICT for Development Research Capacity in Asia (2012)
Chapter: “Research in the Policy Process” in the AERA Handbook on Educational Policy Research
(2012)

Journal articles
1. “Open Development: A New Theory for ICT4D” in Information Technologies and International
Development (2011)
2. “Mobile Phones and Expanding Human Capabilities” in Information Technologies and
International Development (2011)
3. “Limitations to building institutional trustworthiness through e-government: a comparative
study of two e-services in Chile” in Journal of Information Technology (2011)
4. “A qualitative exploration of mobile phone use by non-owners in urban Bangladesh” in
Contemporary South Asia (2011)

Op-eds/reports
1.
2.
3.
4.

Op ed: A Digital Economic Opening for the World’s Poor, The New York Times (2014)
Op ed: The Information Lives of the Poor, The Ottawa Citizen (2014)
Report: Being Open in ICT4D , Social Science Research Network (2014)
Report: Researching the emerging impacts of open data: ODDC conceptual framework (2013)
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5. Report: The Power of Sharing: Exploring the Digital Sharing Economy in the Bottom of the
Pyramid (2013)

Policy and academic engagements and social media presence
Number of engagements with policy-makers: 115
Invited talks, conference and workshop presentations or invited talks: 67
Number of Twitter followers: 1,954
Invited media talks: 3
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